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ABSTRACT
Solar Cruiser is a Small Satellite Technology Demonstration Mission (TDM) to mature solar sail propulsion
technology to enable near-term, high-priority breakthrough science missions as defined in the Solar and Space
Physics Decadal Survey. Solar sails have the potential to provide high ΔV for many types of missions. Solar sails
are large, mirror-like structures made of a lightweight material that reflects sunlight to propel the spacecraft. The
continuous solar photon pressure provides thrust with no need for the heavy, expendable propellants used by
conventional chemical and electric propulsion systems. Solar Cruiser will demonstrate a “sailcraft” platform with
pointing control and attitude stability comparable to traditional platforms, upon which a new class of Heliophysics
missions may fly. It will show sailcraft operation (acceleration, navigation, station keeping, heliocentric plane
change) scalability of sail technologies such as the boom, membrane, and deployer to enable more demanding
missions, such as high inclination solar imaging. Solar Cruiser will launch as a secondary payload with NASA’s
Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe (IMAP) in early 2025. The sailcraft will separate from the launch
vehicle on a near-L1 trajectory (Sun-Earth Lagrangian Point 1; sunward of L1 along the Sun-Earth Line) and
complete its primary mission in 11 months or less.
• By accelerating out of the orbital plane, allowing
the spacecraft to alter its orbital plane.
• By carefully managing attitude control, perform
station-keeping of a spacecraft in a desired location
near-indefinitely.

INTRODUCTION
Solar sail propulsion will allow small spacecraft to
access propulsive-intense destinations, allowing
observations of the Sun and deep space missions that
are currently extremely difficult or impossible. Figure 1
illustrates how a solar sail works. The continuous
photon pressure from the sun provides thrust, with no
need for the heavy, expendable propellants employed
by conventional on-board chemical and electric
propulsion systems. Solar sail propulsion systems can
change operational orbits in the following ways:
• By accelerating along the existing velocity vector,
increase the orbital energy of a spacecraft, thereby
spiralling it away from the Sun.
• By accelerating opposite to the velocity vector,
decrease the orbital energy, spiralling a spacecraft
inward toward the Sun.
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demonstrating all aspects of controlled non-Keplerian
flight required to implement future near-to-mid-term
science missions (Figure 2).

SCIENCE ENABLED BY SOLAR CRUISER
Solar Cruiser demonstrates a 1,653-m2 solar sailpropelled, stable imaging and science instrument
platform to serve as a pathfinder to enable near-term
missions to observe the solar environment from unique
vantage points, such as sustained observations away
from the Sun-Earth line (SEL); sustained sub-L1
(sunward of the Sun-Earth Lagrange point L1 along the
SEL) station keeping for improving space-weather
monitoring, prediction, and science [2], advancing a
capability within the range of interest to NOAA, and
supporting human spaceflight crew safety and health
needs;
sustained
in-situ
Earth
magnetotail
measurements [3]; and, in the mid-term, those that
require a high inclination solar orbit [4]; Earth polarsitting and polar-viewing [5], as well as missions of
interest across a broad user community [6].

Figure 1. Solar sails derive thrust by reflecting solar
photons and may change the net thrust vector by
tipping or tilting the sail relative to the sun.
A spacecraft using solar sail propulsion must
wholistically consider the spacecraft with the sail as an
integrated part of it. Conventional metrics for assessing
propulsion system performance are not relevant for
solar sails. For example, specific impulse cannot be
quantified for a truly propellantless propulsion system.

Solar sails provide extremely large ΔV (potentially
many 10s of km/sec) enabling new vantage points for
Heliophysics observations that are inaccessible or not
practically implementable using conventional rocket
propulsion, chemical or electric.

For many years, fabrication and unfurling were thought
to be the largest hurdles facing the development and
flight of large sailcraft in space. The Solar Cruiser team
understands that the more significant challenges are
maintaining control of the sail and sailcraft, managing
the sail’s momentum, using its state information to
navigate from deployment through to final destination,
and then maintaining position (i.e., station-keeping).
Multiple real-world phenomena create thrust efficiency
losses and disturbance torques (in yaw, pitch, and roll)
caused by imperfect Center of Mass / Center of
Pressure (Cm/Cp) alignment that require offset
mitigation. Real sails are not perfectly reflective, nor
are they perfectly flat, due to sail billowing and diffuse
reflection.

Science Need
Observations away from the SEL present unique
opportunities for answering the outstanding science
questions of Heliophysics, for improving space-weather
monitoring and prediction, and for revealing new
discoveries about our Sun and solar system. High solar
inclinations are particularly compelling. Investment in,
and demonstration of, the technologies needed to enable
the missions at these novel locations are essential to
making these unique vantage points a reality within the
next decade.

While solar sailing has been demonstrated in small
applications such as NanoSail-D2 [1], and will be
further matured with the upcoming flight of NEA
Scout, larger sails come with complexities. Building
and deploying a large-scale, flexible membrane for use
as a solar sail is non-trivial. For NEA Scout (sail area of
86m2), a relatively straightforward metallic boom
assembly was used. The larger Solar Cruiser sail area is
much more complex.

Two key NASA strategic documents – Our Dynamic
Space Environment: Heliophysics Science and
Technology Roadmap for 2014–2033 (a.k.a. “the
Heliophysics Roadmap”); and Solar and Space Physics:
Science for a Technological Society (i.e., the
Heliophysics Decadal Survey) – contain over a dozen
references describing the value of solar sails to enable
revolutionary new observational capabilities. Solar
Cruiser’s Science Goal Drivers (SGD, see below) are
inspired directly by the Heliophysics Decadal Survey
(DS), and traceable to the “Key Science Goals” of the
DS, the “Science Goals” of the DS’s Solar &
Heliospheric Panel (SHP), and the “Science Priorities”

Solar Cruiser will launch as a secondary payload with
NASA’s Interstellar Mapping and Acceleration Probe
(IMAP) in early 2025. The sailcraft will separate from
the launch vehicle on a near-L1 trajectory and establish
an artificial halo orbit to station keep sunward of L1,
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of the DS’s Panel on Atmosphere-IonosphereMagnetosphere Interactions (AIMI).

Solar Cruiser technology, as flown, is directly
applicable
to
high-capability
space
weather
observatories and other high ΔV missions that help
address several Heliophysics science goals.
The
following Science Goal Drivers directly influence the
concept and design of Solar Cruiser:

To address high priority goals and objectives of the
Heliophysics DS, Solar Cruiser demonstrates an
enabling capability to fly non-Keplerian orbits and
provide persistent station keeping in novel orbits
without the use of propellant.
The Heliophysics DS reports that “…Sustained
observations of the polar regions requires a highinclination solar orbit. Such orbits are not easily
reached, but a successful investment in this decade in
solar-sail technology (§10.5.2.8) will enable effective
long-term use of high-inclination orbits in the 2020s to
probe portions of the solar interior that are important
for the solar cycle.”
The Survey also reports that “A growing literature has
documented the need to provide a long-term strategy
for monitoring in space… An example is the provision
of measurements of particles and fields at L1 (or, using
technologies such as solar sails, closer to the Sun on the
Sun-Earth line), which is critical for short term
forecasting of harmful space weather effects.”
The DS further emphasizes the importance of solar sails
as enabling to many Heliophysics science missions by
noting “Solar sails have long been envisioned as a
simple, inexpensive means of propulsion that could
provide access to and maintenance of non-Keplerian
orbits that would otherwise require, if they were
possible at all, large and expensive propulsion systems.
Solar sails can use the solar photons to propel
heliosphere spacecraft to high velocities (v≥ 50 km/s)
and can provide low-thrust propulsion to maintain
missions in non-Keplerian orbits that are not feasible by
other means.”

SGD1: What is the relationship between the
dynamics and magnetism of the Sun’s polar
regions and the evolution of solar activity and the
solar cycle? [Traced to KSG1 & SHP1. DS
§10.4.1] Notional mission: polar/high-latitude
helioseismology and magnetography

•

SGD2: What are the physics of the
propagation and evolution of large-scale structures
(e.g., coronal mass ejections, co-rotating
interaction regions) in the heliosphere? [Traced to
KSG3.
DS §7, §10.4.3, §10.5.2.5] Notional
missions: stereoscopic remote sensing; multi-point
in situ sampling

•

SGD3: What are the physical processes that
control the transport of mass and energy through
Earth’s magnetosphere in response to solar and
terrestrial inputs? [Traced to KSG2, SHP3, AIMI1, AIMI-2. DS §8.4.1, §8.4.2, §9.1] Notional
mission: magnetotail station-keeping

Potential Missions and Destinations Reached
To illustrate one set of benefits offered by a Solar
Cruiser class sailcraft with 0.14 mm/s2 Ac station
keeping at sub-L1 and carrying solar wind particle
monitors and a magnetometer for Space Weather
observations, can increase the warning times by 50%
for both “typical” and “fast” Coronal Mass Ejections
(CMEs) from ~55 min. to 83 min., and 20 min. to 30
min. This acceleration represents 50% of that needed
for the objective value orbital position for geomagnetic
storm missions established in NOAA's Consolidated
Operational User Requirements List (COURL). This
increased alert time would be immediately useful to
NOAA customers of geomagnetic storm alerts. In the
most severe geomagnetic storms, generally those with
the shortest lead times, this additional lead time can
make the difference in whether operators have time to
perform actions necessary to safeguard the power grid,
a critical improvement over the current state of warning
and an invaluable improvement in our ability to protect
critical infrastructure. For context there has been no
increase in warning time for this alert in over 40 years,
and geomagnetic storms are the most severe form of
space weather. Additionally, Solar Cruiser's projected
characteristic acceleration is sufficient for azimuthal
repositioning of imaging missions off the Sun-Earth
Line (SEL). These missions contribute to improving

Finally, the Heliophysics Science and Technology
Roadmap for 2014 – 2033 calls out “… In-space
propulsion (e.g., solar sails and solar electric
proposulsion0 for reaching and maintaining critical
vantage points in space… as technology that enables
future missions concepts.” [p 85]. In particular, the DS
notes “Solar sails will enable a number of important
Heliophysics missions, including the solar Polar Imager
(§10.5.2.6) ….and a solar-wind monitor several times
further upstream than L1.”
Mission Objectives and Goals Derived from the
Science Need
Solar sails have the potential to provide essentially
unlimited primary ΔV (that is, the propulsion system
for getting from one location to another) for many types
of missions [7].
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NOAA's long term, multi-day forecasting of
geomagnetic storm conditions. The capability for
azimuthal repositioning will allow flexibility in
architecture planning for future NOAA missions. The
capability would also contribute to meeting human
spaceflight crew safety and health needs and
missions/systems sensitive to space weather events.

questions regarding the evolution of the solar wind
inside L1 and its degree of correlation with solar wind
observations at L1 and at Earth. Results of such an
investigation would determine the forecast efficiency of
sub-L1 observations for operational NOAA space
weather predictions.
The primary in situ observables for a NOAA space
weather solar wind mission are the interplanetary
magnetic field vector and the solar wind proton plasma
velocity, temperature, and density. These observations
are provided by the Magnetometer from Imperial
College (MAGIC) and Solar Wind Analyzer (SWAN)
instruments, which NOAA had arranged to fly on
Sunjammer.

A follow-on mission to Solar Cruiser can use the
matured solar sail propulsion element and bus without
any change for heliocentric missions that require the
same or lower characteristic acceleration (Ac) to fly
compelling scientific payloads. For example, sustained
multi-point solar wind and stereoscopic solar
observations off the Sun-Earth line near Earth’s orbit
would require Ac = 0.11 mm/s2 and a magnetotail
mission would require Ac = 0.10 mm/s2 [8,9]. Table
summarizes the instrument masses that could be
accommodated with the Solar Cruiser capabilities and
these lower Ac values. The drive to develop smaller,
lighter heliospheric instruments is in part a response to
the need for miniaturized instrument designs for solar
sail heliospheric missions.

Solar Cruiser immediately enables sustained in-situ
observations of the Earth’s bow shock and magnetotail
(figure 3). A 0.10 mm/s2 solar sail artificially precesses
the apse line of its orbit to position the sailcraft within
the geomagnetic tail. The long-term residence of the
payload in the geomagnetic tail allows phenomena,
such as magnetic reconnection, to be studied in situ.
Using multiple solar sails, the entire geomagnetic tail
could be populated by sensors that precess with the
annual rotation of the geomagnetic tail, allowing realtime visualization of the 3-D plasma structure of the
geomagnetic tail.

Table 1. Ac and instrument mass for two missions
using a Solar Cruiser-type sailcraft
Ac
(mm/s2)

Instrument
Mass (kg)

Sustained Off-SEL multipoint solar wind and
stereoscopic
solar
observations

0.11

10.3

Sustained
Earth’s
magnetotail observations

0.10

22.7

Mission Type

Figure 3. Solar Cruiser will enable missions to
remain in the Earth’s magnetotail at various
distances.
Solar Cruiser immediately enables sustained in-situ
observations
off
the
Sun-Earth-Line
(SEL).
Observations enabled include imaging coronal mass
ejections (CMEs) between the sun and Earth and in-situ
measurements of solar wind streams in the vicinity of
L5 before they rotate into Earth. Create artificial
equilibria and indefinite station keeping at locations at
any desired offset from the SEL leading or trailing the
Earth in its orbit. Architectural enhancements include

Figure 2. Solar Cruiser will stationkeep by creating
an artificial halo orbit sunward of the Sun-Earth L1
region.
Solar Cruiser itself (or an identical follow-on mission)
can accommodate solar wind plasma and magnetic field
sensors. This would address compelling science
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cost saving (no liquid propellant) for long life monitors,
and mission flexibility in duty station responsive to
space weather conditions and new science discoveries.

Objective 3: Demonstrate that sailcraft pointing control
and attitude stability is comparable to that achievable
with traditional platforms to validate sailcraft usability
with science instruments.

A Solar Cruiser-class sailcraft (without scaling to HISM
class) can also be used for out of the ecliptic science,
changing inclination at a rate of ~7 - 10 deg/year
(assumes low-mass sailcraft and instruments are
optimized for an inclination changing mission).

Solar Cruiser achieves these objectives utilizing a
mission concept that includes: successful deployment of
a solar sail; demonstrating the pointing accuracy,
pointing stability, and pointing jitter of the sailcraft;
demonstrating a thrust to weight ratio for our
Technology Systems (Active Mass Translator and Solar
Sail System); station keeping of a sub-L1 Halo orbit;
demonstrating a change in Heliocentric plane; and
demonstrating the ability of the sailcraft to control the
roll rate using only external momentum exchange
actuators. This mission concept is driven by
requirements that are derived from the objectives as
shown in Table 4.

Scaled Solar Cruiser enables larger mission up to highinclination Solar Imaging (figure 4). Solar Cruiser’s
predicted performance places it within 50% of that
required for reaching the Ac required (> 0.22 mm/s2) to
implement HISM-class missions with large, multiinstrument complement. All Solar Cruiser technology
systems can be made larger without infusing additional
new technologies.

These
Technology
requirements
are
further
decomposed into mission requirements that define the
nominal mission profile that Solar Cruiser is being
designed to achieve, and that nominal mission profile is
even more stringent than the Technology Requirements
demand.
Table 1: Technology Requirements Traceability
Objective

Figure 4. Solar Cruiser will enable small spacecraft
missions to reach high solar inclination orbits.
Solar Cruiser enables novel orbits benefitting other
users. For example, Near-continuous Martian polar
observations; Cycling between lunar L2, nearrectilinear halo orbit (Gateway) and a pole sitter over
the south pole of the moon; When combined with stateof-the-art Solar Electric Propulsion, near-continuous
Earth polar observations.

Technology
Requirement

TR 1

Solar
Cruiser
shall
maintain a trajectory to
within 100,000 km of a
targeted sail-enabled nonKeplerian trajectory for
35 days to demonstrate
controlled flight.

TR4

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate a Technology
Systems
thrust-to-mass
ratio of ≥ 0.225 mN/kg
(1σ).

TR2

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate momentum
management
at
Sun
incidence angles (SIA)
from 0° to at least 10°.

TR3

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate
a
sailenabled
change
in

Objective
1

MISSION REQUIREMENTS
The Solar Cruiser Mission demonstrates the ability of
the technology to enable future missions by achieving
the following objectives:
Objective 1: Show sailcraft operation (acceleration,
navigation, station keeping) immediately usable and
applicable for near-term mission needs.
Objective
2

Objective 2: Show scalability of sail technologies
(boom, membrane, deployer, Active Mass Translator
(AMT) for pitch/yaw momentum management) and
design to enable more demanding missions, such as
high inclination solar imaging.
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heliocentric orbital plane.

Objective
3

TR4

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate a Technology
Systems
thrust-to-mass
ratio of ≥ 0.225 mN/kg
(1σ).

TR5

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate control of the
sailcraft
roll
angular
velocity with an error of ≤
0.002°/s (1σ) after solar
sail deployment over a
24-hour period.

TR6

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate
pointing
accuracy of <60 arcsec
(Pitch/Yaw) and <6.8
arcmin (Roll) (1σ) with
the solar sail deployed.

TR7

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate
pointing
stability
of
<20
arcsec/min (Pitch/Yaw)
and <13.6 arcmin/min
(Roll) (1σ) with the solar
sail deployed.

TR8

Figure 5: Solar Cruiser in stowed configuration

Figure 6: Solar Cruiser in Deployed Configuration
The four quadrants of the solar sail, designed and
manufactured by Redwire’s subcontractor NeXolve, are
produced from a 2.5-micron thick aluminized
polyimide film. The engineered quadrants contain a
variety of important features, including seams, ripstops, localized reinforcements, and grounding features.
NeXolve has developed novel processes to produce
these large quadrants within a constrained facility
footprint. These process developments not only allow
for the streamlined production of the Solar Cruiser sail
quadrants but will also be applicable to even larger sail
designs in the future.

Solar
Cruiser
shall
demonstrate pointing jitter
of
<5
arcsec/sec
(Pitch/Yaw) and <1.34
arcmin/sec (Roll) (1σ)
with the solar sail
deployed.

The four sail quadrants are folded and co-spooled on a
single hub for stowage. They are then unfurled and
tensioned via a deployment system comprising four
High Strain Composite (HSC) Triangular Rollable and
Collapsible (TRAC) booms (figure 7). The 30m TRAC
boom elements have been optimized with respect to
stiffness, stowage efficiency, mass, and deployed
thermal stability. Full-length (30m) long HSC TRAC
booms are manufactured using Out-of-Autoclave
composite fabrication techniques.
Structural
performance predictions generated using nonlinear
Finite Element Analysis methods have recently been

SOLAR SAIL PROPULSION SYSTEM
Technology Development
The Solar Sail Propulsion System, provided by
Redwire, comprises the Solar Sail System (SSS) and
the Active Mass Translator (AMT). The AMT and the
SSS sit atop the sailcraft bus and the SSS deploys to
form a sail that is 40m on a side (figures 5 and 5).
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correlated through component-level boom testing
within a gravity offload fixture.

Figure 8: Deployed Brassboard SSS
A full-scale deployment demonstration of a single
quadrant, comprising of two full-scale booms and a
single full-scale sail quadrant, will take place in the
summer of 2022, to further validate the design.
In addition to the SSS brassboard testing, a brassboard
AMT was also manufactured and underwent an
environmental test campaign to mature the technology
prior to mission PDR. The brassboard AMT was
demonstrated to survive launch environments and
translate reliably over many cycles at temperature
extremes. Due to the high number of translation cycles
that will be required of the AMT in flight, a flight-like
AMT will undergo further Design Life Verification
Testing in summer of 2022.
Testing and Integration Plans
Redwire will be responsible for the assembly and
testing of the Solar Sail Propulsion system prior to
delivery of the system to Ball for sailcraft integration
and testing. The booms will be manufactured at
Redwire’s Longmont, CO facility, while sail quadrant
manufacturing and stowage onto a Redwire-provided
composite hub will be carried out at NeXolve’s
Huntsville, AL facility. Machine shops that have been
thoroughly vetted for flight production will be used to
manufacture piece parts for both the sail deployment
mechanism and the AMT, and all mechanism assembly
will then be performed by Redwire staff. Additionally,
the stowed sail from NeXolve will be delivered to
Redwire and assembled onto the deployment
mechanism to complete the SSS assembly.

Figure 7: Full-scale (30m) HSC TRAC Boom
A medium fidelity “brassboard” of the SSS was built
and environmentally tested prior to mission PDR to
demonstrate the overall performance of the system in
critical areas. This brassboard consisted of a full-scale
spooling mechanism, flight-like with respect to form,
fit, and function. The TRAC booms were flightrepresentative with respect to laminate architecture and
cross-sectional geometry but truncated to 7.5m in
length so that the brassboard could be deployed within
Redwire’s facility. The four sail quadrants, one of
which was flight representative with respect to
materials and features, and the others being of mylar
construction, were 1/16th-scale with respect to area, also
due to facility constraints.
The SSS brassboard
underwent vibration testing, first motion thermal
deployments, followed by a full deployment (figure 8).
This test was successful in demonstrating system
kinematics and enabled the validation of key
mechanical and structural design concepts.

Johnson

Testing will be performed at the subassembly level
(e.g., AMT run-in testing, sail deployment mechanism
functional testing, restraint system actuations, etc.)
prior to stacking the SSS and AMT into their launch
configuration for the Solar Sail Propulsion system
protoflight test campaign.
This protoflight test
campaign will comprise of first motion functional
testing of all mechanisms before, during, and after
environmental exposure (including vibration, TVAC,
ascent vent, etc.).
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Upon completion of the test campaign, the stacked and
launch locked Solar Sail Propulsion System will be
delivered to Ball for sailcraft integration and further
system-level testing.

SAILCRAFT ATTITUDE
AND CONTROL

The Solar Cruiser sailcraft SSADCS implements the
capabilities to meet these TPM thresholds and other
Level 2 requirements using the architecture shown in
Figure 9. Attitude determination is nominally
performed using two star trackers, which are oriented
relative to each other in a way that significantly reduces
measurement noise in the worst-case axis. The four
RWs are the sole attitude control actuators, and the
momentum accumulated on the RWs from imparting
torques on the sailcraft is managed by the AMT for the
pitch and yaw axes (in the sail plane) both during and
after sail deployment, as well as the IFMs in all axes
prior to sail deployment and in the roll axis (out of the
sail plane) during and after sail deployment. The Bus
FSW performs attitude determination throughout the
mission and controls actuators, except for the AMT,
prior to control being switched over to SSADCS
Software. After this switchover occurs prior to sail
deployment, SSADCS Software controls all actuators
indirectly through its interface with the BIU, which is
“glue code” that processes, translates, and passes
commands, telemetry, and metadata between the Bus
FSW and SSADCS Software. All algorithms for
attitude control and MM of a solar sail are implemented
by SSADCS Software.

DETERMINATION

Requirements and Methodology
The Solar Cruiser sailcraft employs an Attitude
Determination and Control System (ADCS) to enable
thrust vector control for orbital maneuvers and station
keeping as well as demonstrate fine pointing and rate
control for extensibility to future Heliophysics missions
involving solar sails. By following uplinked attitude
commands produced by the Solar Cruiser Mission
Design and Navigation (MDNav) team, minimizing
attitude estimation noise, control error, and rates (e.g.,
jitter), and managing the momentum of the attitude
control actuators, this system helps prove the feasibility
of solar sails as stable imaging and science instrument
platforms. The sailcraft ADCS is comprised of a suite
of sensors, actuators, and software systems working in
conjunction to ensure adequate stability and control.
Key ADCS performance indicators are tracked as
Technical Performance Measures (TPMs). These TPMs
and detailed in Table 3.
Table 3. ADCS TPMs
Name

Threshold

TR
Parent

MM
Margin

Control authority (MM torque /
disturbance torque) > 1.5x

TR2
Figure 9. Solar Cruiser Sailcraft ADCS Architecture

Pointing
Accuracy

Attitude error < 45 arcsec 3σ in
sail plane, < 5.1 arcmin 3σ out of
sail plane

TR6

Pointing
Stability

Maximum attitude rate over oneminute window < 10 arcsec/min
3σ in sail plane, < 6.8 arcmin/min
3σ out of sail plane

TR7

A breakdown of key and driving solar sail ADCS
requirements and performance parameters is shown in
Table 4. This is not an exhaustive list, but it highlights
performance drivers that are especially important and/or
unique to solar sailing using the Solar Cruiser ADCS
architecture.

Pointing
Jitter

Maximum attitude rate over onesecond window < 3 arcsec/sec 3σ
in sail plane, < 1 arcmin/sec 3σ
out of plane

TR8

Table 4. ADCS Requirements and Performance
Parameters Breakdown
Note: Superscripts indicate parent requirement index in
the cell to the left or, for “Sailcraft” requirements,
parent TR.
Sailcraft
1. MM
Margin2
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1. Applied MM and

Subsystems /
Components
Star Trackers
1. Relative
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2. Control
Error6
3. Attitude
Knowledge
Error6
4. Pointing
Stability7
5. Pointing
Jitter8
6. 3 Axis
Stability1
7. Slew
Rates1, 3
8. Roll
Rate Error5

Rate Torque1, 8
2. Momentum
Capacity1, 7
3. Attitude
Knowledge Error3
4. Dynamic
Disturbance
Torques1, 4, 5

Solar Sail
1. Solar Radiation
Disturbance
Torques1
2. Solar Radiation
Forces1
3. Flexible Body
Modes4, 5, 7
4. Mass Relative to
Bus1
AMT
1. Range of
Motion1
2. Flexible Body
Modes4, 5, 7
3. Mass Relative to
Bus1
SSADCS Software
1. MM Activation /
Deactivation
Thresholds1
2. Controller Gains
vs. Configuration /
Inertia2, 6, 7, 8
3. Attitude and Rate
Filtering4, 5, 6, 7

Orientation3
RWs
1. Saturation
Limits2
2. Noise (Mass
Imbalance)4
IFMs
3. Thrust Vectors
(Nominal and
Errors)1
Booms
1. Out-of-Plane
Deformations
(Nominal and
Errors)1
2. Stiffness and
Inertia3
Sail Membrane
1. Planarity /
Flatness1
2. Boom Interface
Stiffness3
Figure 10. Solar Cruiser Nominal Control Loop
The momentum accumulated on the RWs due to biased
torque commands is periodically “dumped” using
external momentum exchange actuators (AMT and
IFMs) that activate upon the accumulated momentum
exceeding a threshold and deactivate once it drops
below a threshold. The AMT controller also requires
residual torques to drop below a threshold, having the
effect of “trimming” out torques, namely the quasistatic solar radiation disturbance torques that are driven
by sail shape. In Slew Mode, the Guidance subsystem
modifies the target attitude relative to the desired
attitude and generates rate commands to enable stable
but quick slew profiles, whereas in nominal Attitude
Hold Mode, the target attitude is identical to the desired
attitude and rate commands are nulled. In Roll Control
Mode, during the Roll Control Demonstration, only the
rate is controlled in the roll axis, and the resulting roll
torque commands are sent to the IFMs rather than the
RWs. This is done to demonstrate extensibility to spinstabilized solar sails, relying on long-life external
momentum exchange actuators for controlling spin rate.
In Safe Mode, rather than targeting the desired inertial
pointing profile uplinked from the ground, a safe sunrelative attitude is targeted for adequate MM, power
generation, and communications.

--

--

While the deployment and operation of a large solar sail
in a deep space environment presents some unique
challenges, the Solar Cruiser ADCS can achieve a level
of stability and control that is enabling for future
science missions with a standard control system design.
Figure 10 provides an overview of solar sail closedloop control under 3 axis stabilized nominal operations
on Solar Cruiser.

Development and Planned Testing
Solar Cruiser is taking a variety of approaches to
actualization of ADCS hardware and software. As a
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streamlined Class D TDM, Solar Cruiser is advancing
and demonstrating enabling technologies while
minimizing cost and technical risk through procurement
of more mature hardware and software with flight
heritage, including most Bus components (star trackers,
CSSs, IMU, RWs, Bus FSW), while the BIU is being
developed in house and the IFMs are being matured
externally before being procured. The ADCS critical
technology elements (CTEs) under in-house
development are the AMT and SSADCS Software.
Although these CTEs don’t have flight heritage, they
heavily leverage previous developments and lessons
learned on NEA Scout. With this prior experience
informing design decisions for the Solar Cruiser AMT
and providing a codebase from which the Solar Cruiser
SSADCS Software is developed with significant code
reuse, in addition to several iterations of prototype
builds with increasing fidelity, Solar Cruiser can
efficiently and effectively develop these technologies to
comply with requirements and burndown risk as the
project approaches flight.

Determination (OD) on incoming radiometric data to
estimate Solar Cruiser’s state and trajectory throughout
flight, and 2) developing an optimized command and
pointing history that, if executed successfully, will
allow Solar Cruiser to achieve all of its technology
demonstration objectives in an optimal amount of time.
Both mission design and navigation activities are both
performed in-house at NASA’s MSFC. Secondary
support is provided by the MDNav team’s Student
Collaboration partner, the University of Alabama, via a
NASA Space Act Agreement (SAA).
To further characterize mission requirements past the
Science Goal drivers and the Technology
Requirements, the Solar Cruiser MDNav team helped
develop a set of high-level trajectory parameter
requirements (which flow down from the set of TRs).
These trajectory parameter requirements provide a
framework for developing relevant mission trajectory
profiles that enable mission success. The target
trajectory parameter requirements are provided in Table
5 below.

As the project progresses, testing will gradually
transition from the developmental testing of prototypes
that was used for technology maturation to more formal
verification
and
validation
on
Engineering
Development Units (EDUs) and flight units. The AMT
hardware will continue to undergo functional,
environmental, and other types of tests on increasingly
flight-like units to verify design, functional, and
performance requirements in as much of a flight-like
environment as possible (e.g., using a gravity
offloading system). The SSADCS Software will run
Software-In-the-Loop (SIL) and Processor-In-the-Loop
(PIL) simulations with the auto-generated code
interfacing with representative plant models of all the
ADCS hardware in the SSADCS MATLAB/Simulink
environment for Formal Qualification Testing (FQT).
All other developed software units, such as the AMT
controller software, will also undergo individual FQT.
The SSADCS Software will be integrated with the BIU,
as well as simulators or emulators of Bus, SSS, and
AMT hardware and software, for integrated software
functional tests on two “twin” Bus Engineering
Development
Units
(EDUs)
for
efficient
troubleshooting across geographically separated
developmental organizations. Standard acceptance
testing will be performed on inherited items.

Table 5: Mission Design & Navigation Requirements
Requirement

Complete all objectives within 11 months

Plane Change

Perform a heliocentric plane change over a 30day period and monitor performance

Comms Angle

Constrain maximum Earth-Spacecraft telecoms
pointing angle to be under 50 degrees

Sun-Incidence
Angle (SIA)

Constrain SIA to be under 10 degrees for
transfer to the Sub-L1 halo orbit, and under 17
degrees for heliocentric plane change demo

Sun-Earth-Probe
(SEP) Angle

Maintain an SEP angle above 2.0 degrees to
avoid DSN pointing directly at the sun

DSN Ranging

Design a ConOps that allows for at least 1 hour
of DSN ranging per week and 4 hours of DSN
doppler per week

The MDNav team does contribute and analyze several
other requirements than just the ones provided in Table
X, but these requirements are the key driving
requirements for trajectory planning, halo orbit design,
plane change planning, and decommissioning.
Development and Planned Testing
After successful insertion into an L1-transfer trajectory
from the SpaceX Falcon-9 upper-stage, Solar Cruiser
will coast along this trajectory (without a sail deployed)
for anywhere from two weeks up to three months,
dependent on the insertion energy provided from the
launch vehicle. At a deployment time specified by
mission design optimization routines, Solar Cruiser’s
Sail is deployed, calibration commences, and then the
transfer to the specified Sub-L1 halo orbit begins. The
target Sub-L1 halo orbit that Solar Cruiser will be

MISSION DESIGN AND NAVIGATION
Requirements and Methodology
The Solar Cruiser Mission Design and Navigation
(MDNav) Team is responsible for ensuring that all
trajectory-related mission objectives are met by 1)
successfully
performing
deep-space
Orbit
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flying to is specifically designed based on the insertion
state from the launch vehicle, as well as the expected
Ac from Solar Cruiser (as stated above, different A_c
capabilities will “unlock” different families of Sub-L1
halo orbits). Figure 11 below shows Solar Cruiser’s
nominal trajectory profile.

Figure 11. Solar Cruiser’s trajectory toward sub-L1.
Solar Cruiser will be the first mission for which
NASA’s MSFC will be performing both deep-space
operational navigation and deep-space operational
trajectory optimization at once. The MDNav software
suite is designed to be flexible modular, utilizing both
JPL’s Monte toolkit and the University of Alabama’s
ASSET optimizer, and can be used to solve any variety
of astrodynamics problems. The analysis and trades
performed by the Solar Cruiser MDNav team set a
framework for designing future, scaled versions of a
Solar Class mission, with minimal changes to mission
design methodologies.

Figure 12: Expanded View of the Solar Cruiser
Sailcraft
The sailcraft bus structure is required to provide
housing for the bus internal components and an
interface for the Technology Systems. It is also required
to interface with the Launch Vehicle separation system
(for Solar Cruiser, a Motorized Lightband [MLB]), and
to withstand the predicted launch and operational loads.
The primary structure is largely left unchanged from the
standard COTS product bus and encloses the command
and data handling (C&DH), ADCS, and software
subsystems. Secondary structure items are comprised of
a mixture of standard and Solar Cruiser mission specific
modifications, supporting the Context Camera System
(CCS), Solar Array wings interfaces, and individual bus
components.

SAILCRAFT FLIGHT SYSTEM
Description and Design Overview
As a Streamlined NASA class D, Small Satellite
Technology Demonstration Mission (TDM) of
Opportunity, the Solar Cruiser mission is enabled by a
low-cost, commercial off the shelf (COTS) “Venus
Class” microsat bus from Blue Canyon Technologies
(BCT). Many of the subsystems of this product are
planned for use in a standard configuration, with
minimal mission specific design changes for the Solar
Cruiser mission.1 Figure 12:2 shows an expanded view
of the entire Solar Cruiser Sailcraft, with major
subsystems or components identified.

The telecommunications (telecom) subsystem provides
engineering and mission data downlink and command
uplink capabilities, while supporting overall navigation.
Solar Cruiser’s trajectory and mission design, as
described in the previous section, necessitate the use of
mission specific hardware in this area, consisting of a
SDL Iris radio, couplers, filters, cables, and antennas.
The X-band Iris radio was flight qualified on the
MarCO mission, is DSN-compatible, and fits in a
microsat bus volume.2 The telecom subsystem has
multiple downlink rates based on mission range and
pointing error from off-boresight orientation of the Xband low gain antennae.
Power is supplied by a four-wing non-articulating
deployable solar array that provides sufficient power
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capability, including at end of life. The arrays used are
standard BCT products, from the smaller CubeSat bus
product line, which feature a better mechanical
footprint to accommodate the Solar Sail while still
providing needed power.

finishes, radiators, conductive and isolating interfaces,
and heaters. The Solar Cruiser thermal model is fully
integrated, including the bus and Technology Systems
elements.
Testing and Integration Plans

The bus attitude determination and control system
(ADCS) features two star trackers, four reaction wheels
(RWs), and three coarse Sun sensors to provide primary
attitude knowledge and control. Stellar-based attitude
estimates are computed autonomously on board, with
no ground processing required. A micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) inertial measurement unit
(IMU) within the avionics is used during safe and
cruise modes to improve sailcraft stability if star tracker
attitude solutions are not available.1 To leverage COTS
heritage and maintain cost efficiencies, this subsystem
is primarily single string redundant, in-line with the
program risk posture.

The Solar Cruiser testing and integration plans are
leveraged from Ball heritage programs, while
considering the COTS heritage of the BCT bus and the
physical proximity between the manufacturing and
integration of the Redwire Technology Systems, Ball
Aerospace, and BCT. Sailcraft final assembly,
integration, testing, and closeout is slated to occur at
Ball Aerospace. Ball manufacturing, assembly,
integration, and test facilities are co-located with
manufacturing, test, and engineering staff to offer broad
capabilities. These activities are focused around three
main areas; system integration and sailcraft integration,
risk reduction and environmental testing, closeout and
launch site operations.

In addition to the solar sail, Solar Cruiser also features
an electric propulsion system. For dumping RW
momentum prior to sail deployment, four indium fieldemission electric propulsion (FEEP) multi-emitter
ENPULSION NANO R3 Thrusters are used. Thrusters
are mounted at an angle, configured as thruster pairs on
brackets located on two sides of the bus (+X and -X
faces, as identified in Figure 12:1). Propulsion and
propellant analysis have large margins and shows that
this propulsion system can also provide roll rate control
after the sail is deployed.

To maintain schedule efficiency, system (sailcraft bus,
Technology Systems, and Context Camera System)
integration and testing activities will be performed in
parallel as they complete production. The sailcraft bus
will complete all assembly and bus-level testing at
BCT.
For the Solar Sail Technology Systems, assembly and
system-level testing will occur at Redwire facilities
prior to shipment to Ball. Similarly, the Context
Camera System will complete integration, and systemlevel testing at NASA MSFC. Once received, the Solar
Cruiser Systems will be transported into a Solar Cruiser
assigned cleanroom where post ship functional
verifications will occur. The Sail Technology Systems
and Context Camera will undergo minimal set up and
functional verification, whereas the bus will complete
Telecom performance testing and a bus-specific
contamination control bakeout. After these activities are
completed, the program will complete a Systems
Integration Review (SIR).

All Technology Systems electrical interfaces, data flow
and storage are accommodated in the bus C&DH
subsystem. Hardware for this is centered around an
integrated flight avionics unit, which features a dual
core ARM processor, flash memory, appropriate
interface channels, and field programmable gate array
(FPGA) code. In addition to interfacing and data flow,
the C&DH system also houses the bus flight software
(FSW) for use prior to solar sail deployment, and the
mission specific Solar Sail Attitude Determination and
Control System (SSADCS) Software and Ball Interface
Utility (BIU) as a digitally hosted payload. The FSW
architecture is identical to every Blue Canyon microsat
and shares the core software with all Blue Canyon
avionics modules and CubeSats, which have
successfully flown. This standard bus FSW meets the
needs of Solar Cruiser with only minor changes needed
to the existing payload interfaces, resulting in an
estimated 90% bus FSW reuse.

Once SIR is completed, integration of the sailcraft will
begin. First, the Technology Systems will be integrated
to the top deck of the bus, and then the Context Camera
System will be integrated. After the sailcraft hardware
is assembled, software elements such as the SSADCS
will be uploaded on to the bus, and a Test Readiness
Review (TRR) will be held.
When the TRR is completed, the Solar Cruiser sailcraft
will undergo pre-environmental comprehensive
performance testing to establish a sailcraft performance
baseline. After the baseline is established, the integrated
sailcraft will complete risk reduction testing (including

In a similar manner, the thermal control subsystem uses
the same methods that have been successfully used on
Kepler, Deep Impact, and NEAS. These include the use
of multilayer insulation (MLI), material surface
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DSN compatibility testing), followed by environmental
testing. Once these testing milestones are completed, a
post-environmental comprehensive performance test
will be completed on the integrated sailcraft. The goal
of these post-environmental tests is to ensure the
sailcraft still functions nominally after exposure to the
relevant environments during environmental testing.
Additionally,
post-environmental
comprehensive
performance test results will be compared to preenvironmental comprehensive performance test results
to ensure consistent operation of the integrated sailcraft.

Monitoring - Current Capabilities and Future
Directions,” EGU General Assembly 2014 (27
April - 2 May), Vienna, Austria, id.4525.
https://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/stp/spaceweather/onlinepublications/stp_division/stp_presentations/2014/
egu_2014/wdenig_egu_2014_4525.pdf

When
the
post-environmental
comprehensive
performance tests are completed and results
appropriately reviewed, the sailcraft will be completed
with most of the testing activities. At this point final
closeout actions will be taken, including final
inspections, cleaning, and preparation for shipment to
the launch site.
Once launch site preparations are completed, the
program will complete the last major milestone review
at Ball Aerospace facilities, the Pre-Ship Review. This
milestone will encompass a full review of all
integration and test activities, and ensure readiness for
shipment to the launch site, and readiness to begin the
launch campaign. The Solar Cruiser sailcraft will then
be shipped to the launch site to undergo launch
preparations.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The Solar Cruiser mission is intended to be the final
technology demonstration required before the active use
of solar sails by scientists can begin. The Solar Cruiser
solar sail system is designed to be scalable to larger
sizes, enabling a broad range of missions in the nearand mid-term.
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